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Thank you for  purchasing the H2FX Xcell  Hydrogen-Infused

Water System. Before usage please read the manual of usage

and maintenance carefuly after receiving the device

 

Important references:

To reduce the risk of electric shock, the unit cover on the

rear wall is not allowed to be removed. Inside of this unit ,

there are no repairable parts of a user . Repairs are only

allowed qualified personnel

 

 Using the equipment exclusively with hygienically 

pure tapwater

 

Never use hot tapwater flowing in the device. This 

can damage the filter and the PEM inside.

Attantion!  The device is  designed for a water pressure of 5 bar.  If  you let

connect the device to the tapwater line, make sure that there is no higher water

pressure than 5 bar  or you let  install a pressure reducer. Furthermore, the

device  may  not  be  connected  to  a  water  tap,  which  is  connected  to  an

unpressurized boiler and also not to a pullout sprayer. For damages, caused by

faulty assembly and / or by connecting to unsuitable cables and tubes , we

accept no liability
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CONTENTS

1 H2 Infusion System, 

1 meter of 3mm tubing 

(in clear plastic bag...do not let 

children play with the bag),

  

1 power cable

1 diverter valve and 3 adapters 
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INSTALLING YOUR Xcell

Connecting the cold water line to your tap and your Xcell 

1. Unscrew the aerator cap at the bottom of your tap

2. Screw the diverter valve (found in the white box) onto

your tap (You may need to use one of the adapters

found

 in the white box)

3. Unscrew the threaded cap on the side of the diverter

 valve

4. Thread the white (3mm) drinking line through the

whole

 in threaded cap from  screw the cap back onto the

diverter securely
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5. Run the white drinking line to the back of your Xcell

 to determine the length of the line...leave enough slack 

 to move the tap back and forth (if it moves) and to

 move your Xcell a bit  cut the white drinking line to

 the desired length with a scissors or a knife (please be

careful)

6. Connect the cut end of the white drinking line to

the“quick connect” inlet valve on the back of your Xcell…

7. Make sure the connection is secure (when you push the white line into 

 the connector, you will feel an initial gentle resistance which you must

 push through)

Water taste: Light and alive compared to other water.

Daily  intake:  Adults  =  1  to  2  lliters  per  day.  Children  (there  are  no  adverse  effects  if

consumption is higher)

Eligibility: Any age.

Effects:  We  recommend  you  visit   www.molecularhydrogenfoundation.org for  a  complete

presentation of the benefits of molecular hydrogen.

http://www.molecularhydrogenfoundation.org/
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7. Connection The Power To Your Xcell

8. Remove the black power chord from the white clear bag

located in the white styrofoam packaging

9.Plug the “female” end of the chord into the power supply

in the back of

your Xcell

10.Plug the “male” end of the chord into an electrical outlet

11. Put in the little black power chord into the jacksocket

12. Opening Up The Water Flow Valve. Turn the black valve

 on the back of your Xcell from the horizontal position to 
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the vertical position to allow  water to flow from your tap 

into the machine

           OPERATING YOUR Xcell

1) Turn on your tap

2) Open the diverter valve on your tap (turn the silver lever

3)  from the horizontal position to the vertical position

4) Push a glass or bottle up against the lever on the front of you

Xcell and water will dispense from the machine for as long as

you depress the lever….

!!The machine will automatically shut off after 5 minutes to prevent potential 

flooding!!

                                  IMPORTANT!

5) When your Xcell is not in use, turn the water supply off to release water pressure 

on your Xcell.  This can be achieved by turning the tap off, or shifting the lever 

on the diverter to the horizontal position which will allow you to use your tap.   

Technically, you could also turn the white lever on the back of your Xcell, but it is 

much less convenient.  
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Areas of usage

1. PRODUCT PLACEMENT

• Place the product on a flat and stable place,  away from open flame or a place where 

freezing could occur.  The location must accommodate for the water supply line from your 

tap and allow you access to power.

• The ambient temperature has to be between +40°C and 0° C

• The storage temperature has to be between +80° C and -40° C

• Humidity conditions between +0% and 90%

• The electrical system that is connected to the device, is an accordance with valid 

provisions of the country and is equipped with earthling and circuit  breaker

• It could be used only inside and as long as the above mentioned factors 

are observed

2. INITIAL USE!

•  When you are using your Xcell for the first time, check to make sure that 

water is not leaking from   connectors or from the machine itself (if the 

machine is not dispensing water or is leaking, see the TROUBLE SHOOTING

section below.
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• When you first start using your Xcell, you will notice that there are lots of 

bubbles in the water….that is a  good thing as that tells you that your Xcell 

is creating hydrogen during electrolysis in the water cell.

•

First, you will need to run the machine for 5 to 10 minutes….you will need 

to dump out your glass or bottle 

• Repeatedly during the break-in period… (unless you have big-ass bottle..is 

anyone paying attention???).....in order to give the hydrogen diffusion unit 

in the water cell time to effectively begin     infusing the hydrogen created 

during electrolysis into the water….

• Be grateful for this break in period, because alkaline water ionizers don’t 

have the capability to infuse the hydrogen into the drinking water.

• Once your Xcell has passed the break-in stage, you may still see a few 

bubbles in your water, but the    goal is to infuse the hydrogen into the 

water….that means a lack of bubbles from now on is a good thing

3. TROUBLE SHOOTING

• The water is´nt running and the blue light is´nt on during take a glas water

Please control the power at your own electricity and if all power cable are connected ans 

also the plug is in the wall. Or plugging another device into the wall plug to see if it is 

working.

• The power and the blue light is on, but the water is´nt ruinning

Please control, if the diverter is in the right position and the tap is on. Check to see if 

water is making its way from the tap through the diverter (the lever on your diverter may
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 have been left in the horizontal “off” position). 

You can check this by disconnecting the white drinking line from the diverter and 

running water from the tap into the sink through the diverter.  Once you have confirmed 

that you don’t have a diverter problem, hook the white drinking line back up to the 

diverter and check to see if there are any kinks in the white water line that may impede 

water flow.  If the line is kinked, straighten out the line and check to see if you Xcell will 

dispense water. 

Next, check to see that the white lever on the back of your Xcell is still in the vertical 

position.  If the lever  has shifted to the horizontal position, water will not be able to pass

into your Xcell

 Next, remove the access panel to your Xcell (see CHANGING FILTERS for instructions on 

how to remove the panel).  

Check the connections inside your Xcell to make sure that something is not disconnected

 If ou are still unable to get your Xcell working, call us at 1-888-kissmyass to speak 

with our technician.  If the technician is unable to help you, you will be provided 

with instructions on how to ship your unit to us for  repair. 
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                       CHANGING FILTERS

1. Your filters should be changed every six to twelve months depending upon usage and 

source water conditions,

2. If you have fluoride in your drinking water, it is recommended that you change filters 

every six months as the ability of the filters to remove fluoride will drop to approximately 

50% removal rate after six months. 

3. To change filters, shut the water off at the tap

4. Press a glass or bottle against the lever on your Xcell 

to drain any water left in the filters out of the machine

5. Look at the back of your Xcell.  Identify the two silver

“thumb” 

6. screws holding the left hand side panel in place

7. Use your fingers to unscrew the two screws (you might have

to use a Phillips “star” screwdriver if the screws are on a little

tight for you.  Place the screws in a safe place so that you

don’t lose them. Once the screws have been removed,
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8. And now slide the side panel back

9. Take the filter in your hand and screw it to the right  and

screw the new filter in to the left

Technical Data

General description

The device H2FX Xcell is a simple uneversal and effective solution for filtering, 

ionisation and infusion of H2 of the drinkable water intended for a human 

consumption. The device consists an ultrafiltration and filter with an active 

carbon.

Attention please this device requires a regular maintenance in order to guarantee requirements

for water drinkability and maintenance.( Ministry of health 174-05/2004)

Technical data

Input power: 100 . 240 V – 50 Hz – max .1,7 A 

Voltage: DC12V  5-6A

Weight: 8 kg

Dimension: 385 x 335 x 130 mm

Hydrogen-rich water is water with h

Filtering System

1 catridge with an active carbon
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1 ultrafiltration <0,1 mikron 

The data Apply to device in an standard setting. Technical data are approximate. Producer 

reserves the priviledge to change them without previous notice.

General Safety Requirements

General safety rules that have to be followed in any activity executed by this device are described in this chapter. 

Intervention procedures, which are described in the following chapters have to be carried out so that mentioned 

procedures as well as general safety provisions of this chapter be met.

Different countries could have different regulations regarding the safety. Therefore, of rules of the manuals were 

accidentally incongruous of restrictive towards regulations of the country where the device is used, country´s 

regulations would be always have a preference over manuals

The producer is by no means responsible for accidents or consequential damages resulting from incorrect usage

of the device and also partial non observance of the safety rules and intervention procedures mentioned in a 

manual
 

Non observance of the rules for usage and intervention procedures. Location, usage and maintenance of the device

Xcell encompassed in the manual results in the warranty conditions

Safety provisions

The  connection  and  the  subsequent  usage  of  the  device  for  water  filtering  and  ionisation  could  result  in  a

malfunctioning that is not described in an manual.These abnormalities could be sometimes caused by environment

factors or accidental defects that producer had no predicted.

If there is detected any dangerous anomaly after turning the device Xcell on, it is necessary to:

• disconnect the electrical network where is plugged in

• disconnect it from the network by switching it off from the socket

• contact the service support immediately
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If there is any electromagnetic defect such as inability to communicate via mobile phones after turning the 

device Xcell o, it is necessary to:

• contact the service support immediately

• disconnect it from the network by switching it off from the socket

The manual has to be kept by the client, who is using the respective product.
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Our  2. stage  filtration  process consisting of a   Carbon-Block filter to reduce chlorine, taste 

and odor,  and a Ultra-Fine (0.1 micron) filter that reduces cysts, bacteria and fine particulate 

which helps  to  reduce  or  eliminate excessive amounts of minerals or other contaminants in 

source water prior to the hydrogen-infusion process. This ensures each Xcell customer can 

consistently enjoy our water product with each and every use.

 

 

http://www.esinrg.com/HydroH2O/H2_Filters/index.html
http://www.esinrg.com/HydroH2O/H2_Filters/index.html

